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Abstract— we have studied so many algorithms. In this 

paper we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages 

of this algorithm. At the end we have proposed an 

algorithm which will overcome the problems of previous 

algorithm. Our approach is finding the high utility 

pattern and frequent pattern for e commerce domain 

with the help of UP Growth++ algorithm and FP Growth 

algorithm we apply this approach on real time database 

system.      

Keywords— Utility mining, frequent item set, data 

mining, high utility item set, frequent pattern, closed+ 

high utility item set.   
  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In utility mining measured weight, profit, cost, 

quantity or other information depending on the user 

preference [1]. The frequent item set mining discovers 

a large amount of frequent item. In data mining from 

database system it understood that more high utility 

item in the algorithm generate the more processing 

hence it consume the performance of the mining task 

to decreases greatly while dealing with dense, 

complex database. The frequent pattern mining and 

high utility pattern mining to find the frequent pattern 

and high utility pattern [2]. This algorithm filters most 

likely databases from main search item, and directly 

searches on very likely important databases. Frequent 

item sets find application in a number of real life 

contexts. The weighted items, is commonly evaluated 

in terms of the corresponding item weights [4].in this 

way it will save lots of memory and time and speed up 

search item precisely. Our approach is finding the high 

utility pattern and frequent pattern for e commerce 

domain with the help of up growth++ algorithm and fp 

growth algorithm we apply this approach on real time 

database system. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Apriori based algorithm for mining high utility 

closed+ item sets, Apriori HC-D algorithm used 

discarding unpromising and isolated items, CHUD 

closed+ high utility item sets discovering to find this 

representation. The frequent item sets mining discover 

a large amount of frequent item. Frequent item set 

mining assumes that every item in a transaction 

appears in a binary form it means item can be present 

or absent in a transaction which does not indicate its 

purchase quantity in the transaction. In utility mining 

measured weight, profit, cost, quantity or other 

information depending on the user preference. The 

performance of the mining task decreases greatly for 

low minimum utility thresholds. In Frequent item set 

mining, to reduce the computational cost of the mining 

task [1].  

Utility pattern growth (UP Growth) and UP 

Growth+ for discovering high utility item set. High 

utility item sets can be generated from UP tree 

efficiently with only two scans of original databases. 

The frequent pattern mining and high utility pattern 

mining to find the frequent pattern and high utility 

pattern. High utility item sets from databases refers to 

finding the item sets with high profits. These item sets 

utility is interestingness importance or profitability of 

an item to user. A naïve method is used to find out the 

high utility item sets from the databases. The potential 

high utility item sets are found first, and then an 

additional database scan is performed for identifying 

their utilities [2]. 

MinRP set and FlexRP set, to solve the problem. 

Algorithm MinRP set is similar to RP global to reduce 

running time and memory usage. MinRP set used a 

tree structure to store frequent pattern. FlexRP set 

provides one extra parameter k. This allows user to 

make a tradeoff between efficiency and the number of 

representative pattern. Many efficient algorithm have 

been developed for mining frequent pattern. When the 

minimum support is low, long pattern can be frequent 

many frequent pattern have similar items and 

supporting transactions. The set of frequent closed 

pattern is lose less representation of the complete set 

of frequent patterns. Frequent closed patterns 

supported by exactly the same set of transactions 

together [3].  
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Infrequent weighted item sets miner (IWI miner) 

and Minimal infrequent weighted item sets miner 

(MIWI miner) IWI miner and MIWI miner are FP 

Growth like mining algorithm. Frequent item sets find 

application in a number of real life contexts. The 

weighted items, is commonly evaluated in terms of the 

corresponding item weights. The main item sets 

quantity measures have also been tailored of weighted 

data. Infrequent item sets that do not contain any 

infrequent subset. When dealing with optimization 

problems, minimum and maximum are the most 

commonly used cost function. In this context, 

discovering large CPU combinations may be deemed 

particularly useful by domain experts because they 

represent large resource sets, which could be 

reallocated [4]. 

       

III.  BACKGROUND 

 

Scan the database twice to construct a UP Tree. 

Recursively generates Potential high utility item sets 

(PHUIs) from UP-Tree by using UP Growth and by 

UP Growth++ algorithms [2].Then identify actual 

high utility item sets from the set of PHUIs. To 

maintain the information of transactions and high 

utility item sets [2].Discarding Global Unpromising 

Items during Constructing a Global UP-Tree. 

Decreasing Global Node Utilities during Constructing 

a Global UP-Tree. Constructing a Global UP-Tree by 

Applying DGU and DGN [2].Discarding Local 

Unpromising Items during Constructing a Local UP-

Tree. Decreasing Local Node Utilities during 

Constructing a Local UP-Tree. UP-Growth: Mining a 

UP-Tree by Applying DLU and DLN. To implement 

UP Growth++, for reducing memory space. Apply UP 

Growth++ algorithm to find utility pattern. In UP 

Growth++ algorithm are used to make the estimated 

pruning values closer to real utility values of the 

pruned items in database. Apply FP growth algorithm 

to find the frequent pattern. 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

We apply UP Growth++ algorithm to find high 

utility pattern for maximum profit and use FP growth 

algorithm to find frequent pattern. Frequent pattern 

mining from precise data has become popular. 

Common pattern mining techniques applied to precise 

data include the mining of contrast patterns, directed 

acyclic graphs, high utility patterns, and sequential 

patterns, as well as the stream mining and visual 

analytics of frequent patterns. To handle uncertain 

data, we use UP Growth++ algorithm to reduce the 

number of database scans (down to two scans).Apply 

UP Growth++ algorithm to improve the mining 

performance and avoid scanning original database 

repeatedly. We apply an algorithm UP Growth++ by 

pushing two more strategies into the framework of FP-

Growth. 
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